
Global Cruise Line Leverages 
Modern LAN Principles in 
Communication Upgrade

Result: Due to the success of the proof of concept, the customer was confident that the PoLRE switch was the 
perfect solution. NVT Phybridge was able to help the customer leverage Modern LAN principles 2, 3 and 4; 
avoiding the traditional “rip-and-replace” model to achieve incredible results.
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• Modern LAN principle #2: PoLRE’s long reach capabilities ensured that the customer could support the 
new IP phones exactly where they were needed without installing a single IDF closet

• Modern LAN principle #3: By reusing the existing voice infrastructure, the customer reduced project 
costs by over $3 million. The simplified solution greatly accelerated the deployment, ensuring the entire 
modernization was completed during the originally scheduled one-month dry-dock period

As a leader in the hospitality industry, one of the largest global cruise lines decided to modernize their communication 
capabilities as they continue their mission of providing outstanding guest service. The cruise line, with over 60 ships 
across their various brands, wanted to upgrade their legacy communication platform to an IP-based system across many 
of their luxury liners.

Challenge: The customer’s goal was to cost-effectively modernize their ships with a new IP communication 
system as quickly as possible with no disruptions. However, the existing communication system was supported 
by a CAT3 wiring infrastructure with no existing Power over Ethernet (PoE) capabilities. The customer knew that 
the traditional approach to network design would involve ripping-and-replacing the existing wiring infrastructure 
that supported the entire ship’s communication system. The organization had limited dry-dock time for these 
renovations because the ships needed to go through their regularly scheduled maintenance and upgrades at the 
same time. The customer was uncertain how to proceed with the upgrade due to major obstacles:

Solution: Given the infrastructure challenges, the customer was looking for 
an innovative approach to overcome their obstacles and modernize to IP. 
The customer was introduced to Frost & Sullivan’s Modern LAN principles 
and discovered the award-winning PoLRE® (Power over Long Reach 
Ethernet) PoE innovation. The customer was impressed with PoLRE’s 
capabilities and decided to engage in a free no-obligation proof of concept 
to test the solution in their environment. After a few simple setup steps, the 
PoLRE switch, with SmartPathPoE™ technology, transformed the customer’s 
existing and proven voice infrastructure into a robust and reliable IP/PoE 
backbone capable of supporting the new comprehensive IP communication 
system. The PoLRE solution was able to support the new IP phones with up 
to 1,200ft (365m) reach – 4 times farther than standard PoE switches.

“The new communication 
system was deployed 

within the 1-month period 
that each ship was in 

dry-dock, an 
accomplishment that the 
customer never thought 

was possible”

• Extremely high costs, long deployment times, and business disruptions caused by ripping-and-replacing 
the existing voice infrastructure

• Loss of revenue from keeping the ships in dry-dock for extended periods of time
• Concerns of network complexity and the physical space required to install new IDF closets to support IP 

phones in all areas of the ship
• The additional weight of new wiring and network equipment; resulting in lower passenger capacity and 

higher fuel consumption with each trip

www.nvtphybridge.com/sales-support/

http://www.nvtphybridge.com/themodernlan/
http://www.nvtphybridge.com/polrefamily/


Next Steps: Pleased with the results of the first two deployments, the cruise line plans to continue upgrading 
the ships in their fleet using the NVT Phybridge PoLRE solution.

The customer was able to successfully modernize both luxury liners; deploying over 6,000 IP phones across the 
two ships. “The new communication system was deployed within the 1-month period that each ship was in 
dry-dock, an accomplishment that the customer never thought was possible”, says Julian Kennedy, Vertical Lead 
for the Cruise Industry at NVT Phybridge. "Our CHARIoT series of solutions enable cruise lines to modernize their 
communication, entertainment and security systems on existing infrastructure while saving time, money, energy 
and weight".

Learn more about Modern LAN deployment methodologies and how they are helping organizations achieve a 
simple, secure and cost-effective upgrade to IP and the Internet of Things.
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• Modern LAN principle #4: The simplified solution prevented the addition of over 30 tons in additional 

weight to the ships, equivalent to the weight of about 400 passengers. In total, the customer prevented 
approximately 15 tons of e-waste during the modernization

www.nvtphybridge.com/sales-support/

It’s Your Turn! Let us help you take full advantage of Modern LAN principles, save money, 
eliminate risk, and simplify the modernization to IP requirements with our CHARIoT Series. 
www.nvtphybridge.com/chariotproducts/

CLEER FLEX
Coax up to

6,000ft (1,829m)
Multi-Pair UTP up to 

2,000ft (610m)

PoLRE®

Single-Pair UTP up to 
1,200ft (365m)

Award-Winning Innovat ion
by NVT Phybridge
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This successful project was recognized by IoTG (Internet of Things to the Power of 
Green), an association of businesses that support and recognize environmentally 
responsible digital transformations. Using an innovative analytic tool to measure 
environmental responsibility (viewable at www.iot-g.com), the cruise line received a 
5-star rating for their exceptional upgrade to IP communication.

http://www.nvtphybridge.com/themodernlan/
http://www.nvtphybridge.com/chariotproducts/

